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Plurality is defined as the condition of being plural or numerous. It is also
defined as the state of having multiple, or a large group of people or things. It may be
assumed in number of forms such as existence, approaches, nature, ideas, views,
groups and so on. The idea of being plural is the natural phenomenon for the nature
reflects diversity in its every presentation in the universe so far. It is an idea that adds
additional approach of every aspect.
In terms of plurality of the thoughts and ideas, we as the intellectuals believe
in the multiple views on certain issues and matters. Nothing is final in the world;
everything discovered today appears in its novel form tomorrow. The pace and
curiosity of development always aims at the creation and modification in existing
ideas. The research articles in Contemporary Research in India projects similar zeal of
creativity and exploration. The topics, on which the writers have pondered are on
varied topics. They present different perspectives and approaches; however, the
different thoughts i.e. plural thoughts have given ample scope to consider and look at
the issue from different perspectives which aim at creating and sharing something
novel to the world. I congratulate all the contributors of the current issue for the
same.
Dr. Deepak Nanaware
Editor-in-chief
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